Designer in PowerPoint

Create beautiful slides in seconds with Designer

Designer, an Office 365 exclusive feature in PowerPoint, enables you to create high-quality, professional slides in just a few clicks.

Just drop an image into your presentation, and Designer instantly provides you with several layout ideas. Have multiple images? Designer factors in color palettes and explores how to best zoom, crop, and frame your images. Designer even recognizes non-graphical elements, like a list, and gives you smart options that look great and highlight what’s important.

Thanks to cloud-enabled features like Designer, you can spend less time figuring out how to produce first-class slides and more time preparing for that key moment—your presentation.

Real-world scenarios:
- Create school reports faster
- Build more compelling presentations
- Design presentations that stand out amongst peers
- Produce professional content without a designer
**A step-by-step guide to demo Designer**

**Step 1**
Choose an Office theme or open a blank PowerPoint presentation.

**Step 2**
Click **Insert**, and then click **Pictures**.

**Step 3**
Select multiple images and click **Insert**.

**Step 4**
Select a design theme from the **Design Ideas** sidebar.

**Step 5**
Click **Insert**, and then click **New Slide**.

**Step 6**
Type a short list of step-by-step directions. If Designer doesn’t appear, click **Design** tab and choose **Design Ideas**.

**Step 7**
Explore the different design options—asking the customer to choose their favorite.